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DESIGN REQUIREMENTS AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR REACTOR
FUEL RECYCLE MANIPULATOR SYSTEMS

1. INTRODUCTION

Remote material handling and maintenance techniques have been investigated

and systems successfully developed over the past twenty-five years. These

systems rely heavily on mechanical master-slave manipulators for replacement

of man's arms and hands to carry out tasks in hostile radioactive environments.

The mechanical slave hands work remotely controlled by cable drives passed

through shielded walls (See Fig. 1). The operator's main feedback is visual

although force feedback, through the cable drives, provides a sense of feel

to the master ana. The force feedback aids in determining hand location for

grasp of objects. Visual feedback is provided by installing heavy radiation

attenuating windows several feet thick into the hot cell walls. Systems such
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Fig. 1*. A research facility mechanical master-slave manipulator1

••Illustration from'Vroc. 12th Conf. Remote Syst. Technol," ANS, 1964, p. 123.
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as the one above have worked well for remote performance of tasks related

to research activities. While these systems allow execution of many tasks

remotely, the systems are limited particularly with regard to the rate of

operator task completion. Typically such units can operate at about one

tenth the speed of a man performing the same task directly. This low rate

of operation is satisfactory for research activities, but becomes unacceptably

slow in the case of tasks related to remote production work in support of

reactor fuel recycle systems. Since the advent of production processes,

it is evident that we are acquiring a need for a new generation of remote

handling devices with greater mobility, speed, and visual capability. Such

devices are not available on the open market at this time and must be

developed.

The second section of this paper will outline the basic areas where

development is envisioned as necessary to upgrade remote handling systems.

The third section will give a specific example of an upgraded manipulator

system. Performance criteria and construction specifications will be included

so far as they are known. All performance criteria and com;truetion

specifications are tentative and subject to modification as indicated by

development experience. They serve only as a starting point for future work.

2. BASIC DEVELOPMENT NECESSARY TO UPGRADE REMOTE HANDLING SYSTEMS

2A Mobile Manipulators

More space will be necessary to provide adequate room for production

equipment which can handle high throughput rates of reactor recycle fuel.

Thus, recycle plants will require larger floor areas than present research

oriented shielded-hot-cells provide. In order to utilize a manipulator

adequately over large floor areas, the manipulator should be capable of

movement to any in-cell location.



Mobility may be provided in many commercially available forms. Typical

mobile manipulator arms are shown in Figs.(2-4).2 The nuclear industry has
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Fig. 2.* Manipulators can be floor
mounted on a vehicle which rides on
rails or on treads.2
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Fig. 3.* Manipulators can be
mounted overhead on bridge-
carriage-hois t devices.2
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Fig. 4.* A wall-boom mounted manipulator.

"Illustrations from a PaR advertising pamphlet.



used all these types, but the overhead system is preferred. This system

allows total utilization of floor space for production equipment. Even

with a crowded hot-cell floor, the overhead manipulator can usually be

lowered into position to perform work. Wall-boom manipulators also do not

require floor space, but can carry less weight per dollar invested and lack

the overhead units ability to access all equipment on a crowded floor.

2B Master-Slave Control (Bilateral)

The mechanical master-slave manipulator (Fig. 1) has force feedback

(is bilateral). Such devices have demonstrated excellent dexterity and

are the measure of performance for all future manipulators. Several

mobile electric bilateral master-slave manipulators have been constructed3>lf

(See Fig. 5), but none are available with correct design specifications

which permit use in production fuel recycle hot-cells without modifications

(See Section 33).
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Fig. 5.* A typical mobile electric bilateral master-slave manipulator.

•Illustration from "Proc. 1/tth Conf. Remote System Technol" ANS, Nov., 1966.p.117.



Production oriented prototype manipulators for use in development of

fuel recycle capabilities must be developed. These new units must have

a sense of feel (be bilateral), and must have master-slave control

developed to a high level. Otherwise they will not even represent the state

of the remote manipulation art achieved by present mechanical manipulators.

2C TV Viewing

Since vision provides the primary feedback for manual operation of

manipulators, it is imperative to achieve the best vision possible. Tests

have indicated master-slave manipulators can perform very delicate tasks

whenever closeup vision is provided. Even threading a needle is possible.5

In most research oriented hot-cells, shielded windows are used for viewing.

This arrangement (with several feet of window thickness plus clearance for

the swing of master and slave arms) results in a typical minimum viewing

distance of six feet. At this distance tasks with tolerances less than

one-eighth inch have been difficult to perform due to inadequate vision.5

TV systems allow a camera (inside the cell) with a zoom lens to provide

a view of the work area from only a few inches away. Depth perception has

been insufficient with TV in the past, but now stereo TV (two cameras with

views at different angles) and 3P-TV are available. 3D-TV has been improving

rapidly and one unit is now commercially available which gives closeup 3D-TV

images so accurate that they are used to perform eye surgery.6

The use of TV viewing in hot-cell work is growing, and its advantages are

beginning to be accepted in large hot-cell facilities. In large production

scale fuel recycle hot-cells there is much equipment crowded onto the

available floor space. Hence, some objects are hidden from the view

available from fixed shielded windows. Other objects may be visible, but only

at a distance. If remote maintenance is to be possible by manipulators at

crowded distnnt in-cell locations, then mobile closeup vision must be



available. TV systems seem most practical for this purpose.

2D Minicomputer Support to Increase Speed of Operations7

Minicomputer support of remote manipulator systems will be necessary

for effective demonstration of production scale reactor fuel recycle work.

This minicomputer support can be utilized in at least live ways which

are listed below. Effectively, all these forms of support increase the speed

at which remote manipulation tasks may be completed.

PRODUCTION SUPPORT

2D1. Automatic "robot" execution of routine in-cell production tasks

with manipulators.

MANUAL MAINTENANCE SUPPORT

2D2. Automatic "robot" execution of rapid traverses by mobile in-cell

equipment (between in-cell working locations).

2D3. Automatic TV camera sighting and focusing on any in-cell

coordinates (especially the working area around the

manipulator hand) to eliminate camera setup time during

manual maintenance work.

2D4. Automatic "robot" execution of tool changes to speed completion

of manual maintenance work.

205. Monitoring of the positions of all in-cell process and remote

material handling equipment during manual operations to avoid

accidental collisions.

A brief description of each minicomputer support item is given below:

PRODUCTION SUPPORT

2D1. Automatic "Robot" Task Execution

To increase the speed of routine material transfers necessary to

support the production process, automation should be utilized. Automation

will be accomplished by the established "Industrial Robot Teach and Playback"

technique. Each repetitive production task will be learned as a point-to-

point or continuous path trajectory and then played back when needed during

plant operation. Automation eliminates the operator's slow movements caused



by vision and dexterity limitations. This increases task completion rates

accordingly.

MANUAL MAINTENANCE SUPPORT

Many tasks in the hot-cell will be nonroutine nonrepetitive maintenance

tasks which can most efficiently be done manually. Even though manual actions

should be utilized for maintenance, the minicomputer can still greatly

increase the task speed achieved. The rsxt four features demonstrate

this fact.

2D2. Automatic "Robot" Traverse Execution

Automatic traverse control will be provided for mobile manipulators,

cranes, and TV cameras. Hence, when manual maintenance is required all

necessary equipment can be brought to the maintenance location automatically.

This eliminates considerable time that manual traverse of equipment would

require. The automatic traverse capability is accomplished by defining

work stations at all necessary in-cell maintenance locations, and then

learning trajectories between the stations by the robot teach and playback

technique. The traverses can then be played back as needed during

production operations.

203. Automatic TV Camera Sighting and Focusing

Considerable time is lost during wmual maintenance operations due to

the necessity of keeping the TV cameras sighted and focused on the work

area. This activity can be achieved by the minicomputer through computation

or a camera sighting and focusing vector, which is easily obtainable from

7 osicion information provided by position transducers on in-cell devices.

3-;:vo loops mounted on the camera then lock onto the minicomputer's calculated

lighting and focusing vector and provide proper camera orientation.

23i. Automatic "Robot" Tool Changes

Another time consuming item during manual maintenance operations is tool
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change out. If tools are mounted in tables at known locations then all

tool changes can be -uitomated by the conventional industrial robot teach

and playback method.

2D5. Monitoring In-Ce.ll Devices for Collsion Avoidance

Since fuel recycle hot-cells will be crowded with production equipment

plus numerous mobile remote material handling devices (manipulators, TV

cameras, and cranes), the operator must work very slowly ' lvoid errors

and collisions. If the minicomputer checks for collisions the operator can

concentrate on his immediate maintenance task and accomplish it more

rapidly. Collision avoidance entails keeping the minicomputer on line to

monitor the positions of all in-cell devices,. The computer periodically

utilizes the position data to update device position vectors and then computes

algorithms comparing position vectors with stationary in-cell topography

(in storage). If comparison shows a collision is impending, the computer stops

those velocity components which would allow a collision and an alarm is sounded.

3. A PRODUCTION FUEL RECYCLE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM WIT' SPECIFICATIONS

3A. An Example of a Production Fuel Recycle Manipulator System

An upgraded system for High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor (HTGR) fuel

refabrication has been proposed by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory7 (See Fig.6).

The author's electric manipulator experience has been prinarily related to HTGR

fuel refabrication, but the system shown could be used in other fuel recycle

work if allowances are made for changes in in-cell radioactive contamination

inherent in each fuel recycle process.

The Fig. 6 system has the types of equipment described in Section 2. That is:

3A1. A mobile electric manipulator is within the hot-cell. It must have

all the capabilities for manipulators described in Section 2 of

this report.

3A2. A mobile crane has been included. This unit can be operated

manually. It also has the automatic robot capability for task

execution (item 2D1), automatic- rapid traverse capability (item 2D2),

ami collision avoidance capability (item 2D5).
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Fig. 6. An upgraded reactor fuel recycle remote manipulator system
proposed for HTGR Fuel Refabrication.
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3A3. Two mobile TV cameras are mounted within the hot-cell. They have

automatic sighting and focusing (item 2D3), and automatic collision

avoidance (item 2D5).

3B Design Criteria for Manipulators, Cranes, and TV Cameras in Reactor
Fuel Recycle Environments

Many general design criteria exist for reactor fuel recycle environments.

The major criteria are summarized below:

3B1. All movements must be created with electric or pneumatic motors.

Hydraulic fluids are not normally used in hot-cell environments.

3B2. All devices placed in hot-cells must have simple construction

allowing ease of disassembly. All components must be modular

as far as is possible with easily released connections to

other assemblies.

3B3. In-cell equipment reliability is of utmost importance since remote

maintenance is much slower than hands on maintenance and hence is

very costly.

3B4. All components normally must be sealed from nuclear particle

contamination. They also must be shielded from gamma radiation

and/or must be hardened to ensure an adequate in-cell life.*

The reactor fuel recylce loops now under consideration at the

Oak Ridge National Laboratory are:

(a) Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) Fuel Recycle.

(b) High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor (HTGR) Fuel Recycle.

The author has had only limited experience with LMFBR Fuel

Reprocessing work. No further comments will be made concerning that

process at this time other than pointing out that manipulator systems

similar in configuration to Fig. 6 are being investigated at ORNL for

servicing it.

The HTGR Fuel Recycle will be done in two stages. The first stage,

called Fuel Reprocessing, entails processing of recycled fuel elements

^Radiation can deteriorate most insulations, plastics, greases, solid state

electronic devices, and optical glass (See Reference 8 ) .
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to recover fissionable 233u converted from 232Th (within HTGR reactors).

The author also has h.id only limited experience with this recycle stage,

so no further comments will be made concerning the stage at this time.

The second recycle stage, called Fuel Kefabrication, entails f.he

fabrication of new HTGR fuel elements from the 233u recovered from the

Fuel Reprocessing stage mentioned above. Since the author is heavily

involved in design of manipulator systems for the refabrication stage,

the implications of particles and radiation upon this particular manip-

ulator design has been investigated.

Radiation levels cannot be precisely specified within HTGR Fuel

Refabriction Plants because levels depend on the fuel recycle plant floor

layout which has not beer, finalized at this time. Howevar, preliminary

worst case radiation levels are available which are suitable for manipulator

design work. The HTGR particle contamination and worst case radiation

levels with effects upon in-cell equipment are presented below. This

information should provide a feel for ihe implications of nuclear particles

and radiation upon the design of any in-cell fuel recycle manipulator.

Within HTCR Fuel Refabrication hot-cells there are two primary

radioactive difficulties.

1. Alpha particle contamination exists (the helium nucleus

stripped of electrons). These particles have little penetration

capability. Thus, if equipment is sealed it will not be

damaged. However, if equipment is not sealed, materials such

as rubber and lubricants deteriorate. Alpha particles are

also harmful to humans if inhaled or swallowed. Thus, for

hands-on-maintenance, the alpha particles must first be

removed. This is typically done with a detergent washdown.

Only when equipment is sealed (water tight) in smooth

containers can wash down always be applied and effective.

2. Gamma radiation exists (electromagnetic radiation with various

energies). All gamma radiation is very penetrating and

difficult to attenuate except with several inches or more
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of lead shielding. Fortunately, gamma radiation levels

drop off from the source by an inverse square law. If in-cell

HTGR manipulator equipment is no closer than 6 inches from

gamma sources the radiation flux level will be less than 300 R/hr.

Camma radiation deteriorates many common materials, but proper

design allows the flux level above to be tolerated.

3C Performance Requirements for an Electric Bilateral Master-Slave Manipulator

Several general design requirements are advisable:

3CI. Degrees-of-freedom - six5

(a) Three translations at the wrist; reach, lift, and sweep; are

desired. -

(b) Three rotations of the hand at the wrist; twist (roll), tilt

(pitch), and turn (yaw); are desired.

3C2. The entire manipulator should be mobile on overhead rails for

movement to any location.

3C3. The manipulator speeds required for natural action of master-slave

control are:

(a) wrist translations3- 75 cm/sec

(b) hand rotations3-10 rad/sec

3C4. Load capacity should be: 75-100 kg (per manipulator arm).

3C5. Manipulator jaw positioning accuracy under automatic control: .25 cm.5

3C6. Feedback elements should be high reliability synchros or resolvers

3D Performance Requirements for a TV Viewing System

At this time specific requirements for TV systems have not been determined.

TV monitor picture quality has rapidly increased in the last 10 years, and

remote controls for in-cell cameras have become increasingly more convenient.
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Since TV equipment changes have been rapid, current performance information

is sparse. Such information must be collected and supplied as it becomes

available. Object recognition, is one of the most significant measures of a TV

viewing system's merit, and this object recognition can best be determined

by human factors studies. The Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) has

sponsored several human factors studies to evaluate various stereo and

3D-TV systems.10*11 This work is still continuing and will be monitored

by this report's author.
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